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You are never too old to set another goal or to dream a new dream – C S Lewis
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A message from the International President.........

Dear Friends,
Happy New Year to all of you and your families from sunny Chennai!
A million thanks for accepting my One World One Club theme so well and thanks also to all the countries that received my wife Vini & myself, hosted us in all the AGMs and in your homes.
The growth of our Association is quite bright – Kenya has started their new club and they are ready for affiliation with International. Singapore is ready for their charter too. We are also working with Netherlands & Luxembourg and with support from all of you; I hope to see
more clubs & more countries.
Our IPP Matti attended the contact meeting of 41 Clubs Portugal and we have been invited for their big event – the Meeting of Iberian Cluster in which Spain, Portugal & Gibraltar participate in October 2013.
Thanks to many supporters our 41er Advocate Jochen Hansen of Germany, we have successfully made France withdraw their application
for our common 41ers logo. We have now started working on consolidating our ideas and getting our own logo registered.
On the projects side, Germany along with their Round Table is doing remarkably well with their convoy of more than 65,000 Christmas gifts
for children in Romania & Ukraine.
My next country visit is to Morocco and we will have our next Board meeting in Malta, both in January.
Vini joins me in wishing all of you all the best and looking forward to see many of you in 2013 & especially at our next International AGM at
Interlaken, Switzerland in April.
Best regards & Yours in Friendship
KK
N S KRISHNA KUMAR

In another headline......
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Marina Melange 2012 - an assembly of International brotherhood
and friendship - Sid, India.
Mamallapuram, Chennai – the headquarters of the Ancient Pallava dynasty
witnessed the summit of International
Bon-homie.
Thursday Night:
As the International delegates from all

‘Dhoti’ that is tied around the waist while
the damsels glittered in the exuberant colours of the south Indian saris.
International President Jean Louis and Pascal were ushered in on a 15 feet tall, 5 ton
pachyderm-the elephant. The Maha Raja
(big king) of 41 International was garlanded
by the mammoth elephant and greeted by
friends and fellow 41ers.
Entertainment:
Friday nite was as promised-taste India, see
India, feel India festival. Performances by
the regional dancers and entertainers, South
Indian cuisine, all wrapped together with
Indian hospitality. Following a blast at the
dance floor, as the eye lids started drooping,
the nite ended with soul searching music
and a night cap.
Saturday: Business ‘Unusual’
The men in jewels gathered at the square
table when the French bowed to their Non
Ex-Tablers and showed their bottom to the
rest of the world. The French expressed
their love, liking for the friendship & fellowship, the YAP and FAMEX, the logo
and banner of 41 International but shed
‘crocodile tears’ to part ways with their
friends and comrades.

Time to pack up all the used clothes
along with sweet memories, loads of
goodness and euphoria. The quantum of
solace was at its peak. The participants
left Chennai with a fresh load of anti
oxidants to last for the rest of their lives.

This is what some of the delegate have
to say:
Jill and I had great pleasure in representing our Association at the 41 Club
International AGM, held in Chennai,
India. As you would expect, it was an
excellent weekend, very well organised
with wonderful hospitality. Virtually all
countries in the International Association were there, and there was an excellent turnout from GB & I.
-Vaughan Harris, Ice land

over the world started trickling in, some
returning from the pre-tour and some
birds flying in early, the first precursor
of the celebrations started with an outdoor party where the sea breeze combed
our hair and kissed our faces with fresh
splash. Hi & hello echoed around the 24
acres of Radisson Resorts. It was a toast
to Universal understanding and fellowship.
Friday:
The officers lot met up for a Board
meeting while a dip in the pool and
pampering at the Spa rejuvenated the
rest of the good fellas. Although it was
an open air Sauna in that part of the
year in Chennai, some brave hearts ventured out at sightseeing. The ‘Pallava’
period stone marvels were a special
treat to the visitors offering glimpses of
the ancient glory of south India,
Informal Nite:
Come evening it was time to let our hair
down and also our pants! The theme
was ‘South Indian’ so the men folk got
round to trying the typical south Indian

Gala Night:
Satin piping and laced tops were seen everywhere as the grand gala night started on
Saturday evening. Traditional dancers enriched our senses with their elegant narration followed by the Sri Lankan band that
rocked the sizzling Chennai. The river of
adrenaline was flowing and everyone
danced till they dropped.
Sunday:
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Marina Melange 2012 - Chennai AGM in Pictures

Rose from Zambia - elegant in purple Sari

Bruce Mackay and friends!

Jean-Louis—Vive la France!
Shake a leg - preparation for the gala dinner!

KK and First Lady Vini watch the festivities with friends

Towards the end of the evening - Maharajah from
Zambia winding down!
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Marina Melange
Pictures continued..........

The band played and the people sang along!

Members from Zambia enjoy a drink

Smiles all round!

The Scot from Cyprus always the life of the party!

Cultural heritage and fitness

The ladies sharing a moment - Everyone had fun!
Big smiles from international delegates and ladies
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What the people say.........

Unforgettable 9 days……..
My friend Elke and I returned home very tired (!) but
happy and full of wonderful inspirations!
We got acquainted with colourful and various India:
very poor and rich, busy and quiet, light and dark, content and less aggressive people in whatever situation of
life, never sleeping cities and pure nature, we visited
the unforgettable and so very impressive Taj Mahal;
we experienced camel + elephant riding and elephant
polo, we visited different temples and a national park,
we travelled by bus, train, rickshaw, tuc tuc; we saw
different landscapes: dry and green in different ground
colours and so much more. We saw different fantastic
shows in the evening; we tried all the strange food and
fruits. We have been told of different religious rites and
customs. For a short time we “touched” 1001 night.
Thank you for unforgettable 9 days!
Yours in continued International friendship

To Ajit…...
Ajit all thanks must go to you and your
team.
We had a wonderful time. Regards
Tania McKay, South Africa

Elisabeth Hiller, ACIP
CDs of the pictures please…..

Unforgettable AGM.......

It was a wonderful venue, well organized and we had a
splendid time.
Thank you guys for a fantastic and unforgettable
AGM.
You did a great job and you went out of your way to
please us all.
Thank you for your warm hospitality.
Yours in continued friendship.

I thank you and your team for all you have
done: it was an excellent AGM.
Please don't forget (I think I spoke to you
during the gala evening) to send me a CD
with pictures and the show. I saw someone
taking pictures and someone filming the
show. I like to have it for the archive!
Thank you and best regards
Yours in Club 41
Beat

Makarios Charalambides
National President 2010 – 2011

Excellent weekend…..
Jill and I had great pleasure in representing our Association at the 41 Club International AGM, held in Chennai, India. As you
would expect, it was an excellent weekend, very well organised with wonderful hospitality. Virtually all countries in the International Association were there, and there was an excellent turnout from GB & I.
-Vaughan Harris, Ice land
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41 Club GB&I 2013 Conference
April 11th to 14th, 2013 : Llandudno, North Wales, UK
www.41clubconference.co.uk; this also has a link to the Promo DVD featuring Dai the Dragon!!
You can book online and arrange you own accommodation direct with the listed hotels
NB Imperial already FULL!
Outline Programme :
Thursday 11th (pm) International Welcome Party & Banner Exchange : Theme - Welcome to Wales
Friday 12th (am) Golf on a Links Course; or coach tour of North Wales : Port Merion (the Prisoner), Castles and
Little Steam Trains.
Friday 12th (pm) President's Banquet and Ball ( with surprise Guests)
Saturday 13th ( am ) GB&I AGM
Saturday 13th (lunchtime) Tangent Lunch & AGM
Saturday 13th (pm) Final Night Fancy Dress Party : Theme - "Dungeons & Dragons"
Sunday 14th. (am) Farewell Brunch
Early Bird Discount closes on October 31st; please book in via the Website :

Looking forward to seeing the 41 International team at Cluster in 2013.
Take a look at our website - www.41club-costadelsol.com
We'll keep in touch and of course, I´ll keep you informed about the Cluster.
Best regards - Gareth
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YAP TOUR 2012—NORTH EUROPE
27 days, 10 people, 4 countries, several cities / towns / villages, an
Unforgettable experience , an experience of a lifetime.
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YAP TOUR 2012 – North Europe
Our journey started off in the capital city of Denmark, Copenhagen. We met the president of 41ers Denmark and his
family for dinner. And later they took us to Tivoli, a famous amusement park and garden. The next day we walked
around the city and took a small boat ride, where we saw the world famous ‘Little Mermaid’. We also saw the building of the best restaurant in the world, Noma. Our next and only stop in Denmark was a small town called Nim near
Horsens in the northern island of Denmark, Jutland. The 6 girls stayed together which gave us a good opportunity to get
to know each other and spend time with one another.
The first day we visited the local school where we interacted with the Danish children. Then, we went cycling to a
Cow Farm and a Pig Farm. To our luck, one of the cows was in labour at the time, so we witnessed a cow giving
birth to a calf! Something that none of us have ever witnessed in our lives. We visited a sea side town called Ringkobing, on the west coast of Denmark and also visited the second largest city called Aarhus. Our stay in Denmark
ended with a day trip to Lego Land and a warm get-together at a 41ers place! The hosts were exceptionally kind and
went out of their way to make sure we were comfortable. A special thanks to Mr. Carston, Mr. Ole and Mr. Bjarne.
Our next stop was Germany! We arrived at Hamburg and met our hosts and the 41ers at a town called Geesthacht
where we saw the Geesthacht Museum. The evening was spent with our individual host families. Half of us were single
hosted and we were a little bit surprised and unsure at first but we all ended up having a different kind of an experience! The next day we saw the city of Hamburg and visited the Airbus factory. We also met the mayor of Geesthacht
and had a look at the fire department. We don’t normally do things like this!
Hannover was the only other city that we went to in Germany. Here we did a variety of things, right from visiting a
historical town called Celle, to meeting the President of Lower Saxony to visiting churches, eating typical German food, barbecuing with the Tablers, eating home cooked Indian food by one of the hosts to visiting Wolfsburg,
the city world famous as the main headquarters of Volkswagen. We truly felt at home and it was very kind of them to
do something special for us! A special thanks to Mr Lars and Mr Paul.
The country of Chocolates, Comics and Beer! We had the most fun time in Belgium! The Belgians love to take it
easy and have a good time. This was the only country were we visited the most number of cities and towns. We started
with Antwerp, stayed in Boom, visited Brussels, stayed at Dendermonde, visited Gent, stayed at Waregem and
visited Brugge. We met and got a chance to interact with a lot of people of our age and also met a few of them who
will be coming to India this year on the North and South tour! They couldn’t spend much time with us as they all
had exams in the month of May. Hopefully we will be able to host them in our homes! A special thanks to Mr.
Eric, Mr. Jan and Mr. Guy.
Our last stop, France! By this time we were all really sad that time had passed by so soon and we were to return in
about a week. We were driven by our hosts in Waregem to a town near the border of Belgium and France called
Wervik. This is where we met our French Hosts. Soon, they took us to our respective houses around the town of Lille!
We visited a lot of historical places, places with great significance to both world wars, a battlefield and the fighting
tunnels. We also visited a cliff in the northern part of France near the town of Wissant. On a clear day, you can see
the coast of England from this point. Unfortunately it was very cloudy and foggy that day. The last hosting of our trip
was in Reims in the Champagne region. Here we visited a museum on the history and region of champagne, a
champagne cellar and we had time for some shopping.
The last day of our trip ended with a day tour to the city of lights - Paris! We climbed the Eiffel Tower, walked
around the Notre Dame & ended the trip with leisure time on Champs Elysees.
The experience of visiting so many countries, towns and villages, staying in so many homes, making many new
friends of different nationalities and learning about other cultures, is a once in a life time experience indeed. I am
very grateful to 41ers association, Round table and my parents for this opportunity. This is a trip that I will never forget and always cherish the memories! I hope to go on the South Europe & South Africa trip as well.
Thank you all so much for making this trip a grand success.
Cheers!
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Historical perspective......

Where did they go back to before the drawing board was invented?........The papyrus?
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WHY PIXAR EMPLOYEES WEAR KILTS ON FRIDAYS

Working at Pixar Animation Studios can be just as
whimsical and adorable as the movies the studio
creates. When Mark Andrews came on as the director
of the movie Brave in late 2010, the past-Scottish
animator and filmmaker took the project to heart and
instituted a new office policy: Kilt Friday. Andrews
talks to Claire Suddath about
the Scottish fashion staple,
the animation culture at Pixar
and why it’s important to
always remember to cross
your legs.
Why did you institute Kilt
Friday?
I have been wearing my kilt
for every party or event that
Pixar has since I got out to
Pixar 12 years ago. So I was
already doing it because I’m
very proud of my Scottish
heritage. Every once in a
while I’d come into work
with it on. When they asked
me to jump on Brave and
take over directing, some of
the animators had already
started wearing kilts. So I
said fine, every Friday is Kilt
Friday, get in the spirit. A lot
more people bought kilts and we were all wearing
them. It’s just one of those great morale boosters to
show your commitment to the project, the pride that
you’re working on this. It started spilling over to other
departments. They wouldn’t wear kilts, but on Fridays
they’d come in with tartan ties.
How many kilts do you have?
I had four before Brave and now I have six. I’m going
to Scotland in a week and I’m going to buy seventh
And your animators were randomly wearing kilts
before you got there?
They were animating people in kilts for Brave, so
they bought some so they could see how it moves,
feel how it moves, what it did when you bent your
legs or ran. They’d film themselves in the kilts for

reference, but then it caught on and they started
wearing them. This was a pride thing.
You’ve got to be careful at work, though. You
have to cross your legs when you wear a skirt at
work.
Yes, that’s something I learned really fast when I
got my kilt. There are new things
you have to learn when you’re
wearing this: how you tuck it in
when you sit down, that sort of
thing. There is a little chafing on
the buttocks because it’s made out
of wool. But you can get
lighter-weight wools nowadays,
so there’s not as much chafing.
And there’s also pleats in there to
make them waterproof. They’re
very versatile – not necessarily
the short kilts that we think of
today, which is the filibeg, but the
breacanfeile, or the “great kilt,”
which is the stuff they wore in
Braveheart. It has a robe or a
sash, which could also be as a
coat
Do Pixar’s animators do this
sort of stuff for every movie?
The animators like to go through
what they call “The Ugly Phase,”
where they will all start growing
beards or moustaches (or both) as they get close to
the end of the project. Then, when there’s about
two weeks left, they start shaving them in weird
and awkward ways and see how long someone is
willing to leave themselves looking like that in
order to win prize money. There’s always a goofy
thing that everybody does at Pixar games that we
play to keep the morale up, parties and things.
They’re themed for the movies you’re working on.
Like for Monsters University coming out next
year, everybody had to bring in their college
picture. So now they have this wall of what they
all looked like in college, which is funny as hell.
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Ladies Circle International President Gutta accompanied by Past LC Denmark President Mona visit Zambia to check on
venues where the LCI 2013 Conference events will be taking place from 21 st to 25th August 2013:
The 54th LCI Conference is being hosted by LC Zambia for the first time - Convenor Priscilla Choonga

41er Steve Mwansa and Past LCI President Sylvia
During the luncheon

LCI Past President Sylvia shows the visitors
shows the visitors how it is done.....

LC Zambia 2013 President Veronica Mwiche
Waits for the visitors to help themselves

LCI President and Mona show off their skills
and that they are fast learners.....

Group photo with Ladies Circle Zambia
members at the end of the function.

Visit www.lci2013.org and/or ladiescirclezambia face book for updates.
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41 International Half Yearly Meeting 2014 – New Zealand
A big hello from all of us in
New Zealand – “Aotearoa”
in Maori which translated
means “Land of the Long
White Cloud”.
However over more recent
times the title ”Shaky Isles”
has been more appropriate
in some parts of the country.
I am happy to report that
things have pretty much settled down in Christchurch
and the Big Re-build is
about to get under way.
The HYM will be held in
Blenheim on the weekend
31 October/1/2 November
2014
Blenheim is the principal
city in the province of Marlborough which is situated at
the top of south island of
New Zealand and is easily
accessible by land, sea and
air and is known as the
“Sauvignon Blanc” capital
of the world. It is highly regarded as one of the most
diverse areas in New Zealand insofar as tourism activities are concerned.
The weather in Blenheim in
early November is generally
settled and with “Daylight
Saving” in place at that time
you will have plenty to play
with.
Some of the activities available in and around Blenheim
include A world renowned

aircraft heritage centre which
features Sir Peter Jackson’s personal collection of 1914/18 aircraft and other memorabilia
 Marlborough Classic Cars –
a big collection of various
types and ages of cars and
motorbikes
 Marlborough Sounds boating
experiences varying from
specialised tours to fishing
trips to daily “Mail Boat
Runs” which really explore
the magic of the Marlborough Sounds
 We are also only 40 minutes
from the town of Havelock
which is the heart of the famous “Green Lipped Mussel” industry
 Specialised “Mussel and
Wine” cruises which visit
mussel “Farms” whilst sampling Sauvignon Blanc”
 Wine tours ranging from the
top of the line private tours to
the basic tours in a 12/20
seater bus. All of these tours
are done by experienced drivers with extensive knowledge
of the wine industry
 “Whale Watch” – just a 90
minute drive from Blenheim
where you can observe
whales in their natural environment either by boat or by
air
 Scenic tours by air from the
local aero club
 Two 18 hole championship
golf courses
 City of Nelson which is a 90
minute drive and is the capi-

tal of the Nelson Province is
regarded as one of the “Arts
and Crafts’ centres of New
Zealand
 World class fly fishing
Sky diving
We understand that there is a
“World Golf” competition now
in place and if that is the case
this would be held on the Friday.
On the basis that probably most
of you that will come to New
Zealand may well choose to
spend some extra time here we
have arranged a package that
includes the HYM weekend and
post tour of the South Island for
46b people, if confirmed demand
is there we could offer other preor post tours ABOUT TO GET
UNDERWAY.
Finally, you can be assured of a
very warm and friendly welcome
here, in both Blenheim and New
Zealand as a whole and I am
sure that you will have an experience to remember.
Yours in 41
Andy Wrighton
President
41 Club New Zealand
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41 International Half Yearly Meeting 2014 – New Zealand
Kia ora, Good morning all
Last night I sent my list of people who have asked to register or expressed interest in coming to New
Zealand for the 41 INTERNATIONAL HYM 2014 to Bob Parton for him to confirm names and
addresses for me and he has sent it on to you all.
As yet we do not have a registration form and the details have not been put on the website as yet but will be
there shortly when we have the registration form finalised.
We are delighted to say the response so far has been great and because of the demand I am now organising
a Pre Tour as well as the Post Tour that has already been circulated.
Once this is finalised I will send it to all on my list, then circulate it world wide and ask which one they
wish to go on.
It will be a similar tour of the South Island but a day longer and going in a reverse direction and slightly
different route.
I am in the final stages of this Pre- Tour and will send it on as soon as possible.
Both of these tours will be for 46 people and will be filled from my list and then as the people apply.
Please send me a message if you have any questions and I will do all I can to help.
Kind regards
YI41
Derek (& Tina) Johns
IRO and Tour Leader
41 Club New Zealand
6 Devonvale Lane,
Amberley,
New Zealand 7410
Phone +64 3 314 9115
Mobile +64 274 313 981
Skype derek.johns

The Traffic Warden's funeral.........
As the coffin was being lowered into the ground at a Traffic Warden's funeral
a voice from inside shouts, "I'm not dead, I'm not dead! Let me out!!!"
The Vicar smiles, leans forward sucking air through his teeth and
mutters: "Too late pal, paperwork's already done..."
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Tampere HYM 2012 in Pictures...

So, what did you think of the meeting?

41 International President KK by part of his team meet
the host

Bruce Willis at Tampere?

Solving the world’s problems over a glass of
beer chaired by London from Zambia

Fancy dress optional!

Matti, Werner and Giuseppe share a moment

Cheers!
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The weekend October 25-27, 2013 You are invited by Old Tablers Sweden to Club 41
International Half Year Meeting, HYM, at Örenäs Castle in South Sweden.
Örenäs Castle is conveniently located between the cities Landskrona and Helsingborg not far from airports including Copenhagen Airport Kastrup (CPH) just across the bridge
between Sweden and Denmark.
All accommodations are located at the venue.
Register at www.hym2013.se already now for “early bird” price.
We will get back to you regarding pre-tours, activities and other details including travel
arrangements.
Fees SEK 1 800.- Early Bird, registration and payment before December 31, 2012.
SEK 2 200.- Normal fee, registration and payment before October 15, 2013.
SEK 3 000.- Payment up on arrival.
Note: The amount in euros are approximately €210, €260 and €350 respectively, but
depends on current exchange rate. Any questions? Email us: info@hym2013.se
YiOT
Per Wigart

Still Tabling
Riksordförande/National President
Old Tablers Sverige / Club 41 Sweden
Mobile: +46 708 864 804
per.wigart@oldtablers.org
club41.se oldtablers.org
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32nd CHESTNUT FESTIVAL – MERAN/O – ITALY
Because of a holiday in Italy, Austria, Switzerland and Southern Germany on Thursday we welcomed 15
guests from above mentioned 18 countries and quickly organised a traditional Italian dinner in a Italian
“Trattoria”- Restaurant situated in Meran/o. The food and wine was served in abundance which resulted in
a lot of fun and friendship.
Friday morning Randolph operated as a “tour leader” showing the guests around Meran/o with its promenade, spa, old town and shopping area which is situated in the old arched alley way build originally in the
14th century. The afternoon was free for everyone.

The welcome party started in the Hotel Marlingerhof in the evening where a lot of old friends met again
and made new friends. There were around 60 guests attending from outside Italy together with the local
41ers, making a truly informal International evening.
A splendid evening was enjoyed by all.
The following morning started not too early with a hike along an old irrigation system path. After 1 hour
30 minutes the Restaurant Edelweiss was reached where “more food and wine” was consumed. The fittest
guests than continued their hike back to the Hotel Marlingerhof and some returned via bus.
The Chestnut Festival took place in the Brandis Cellar which once was a large cow shed! Again enormous
amounts of food and wine was served ending with the serving of roasted chestnuts. The rustic atmosphere
was conducive to producing a fantastic evening of friendship and wellbeing.
After three “long nights” most of the guests returned home having experienced a weekend in friendship,
wonderful nature and splendid food and good wine.
The event was graced by :





International President Krishna Kumar (KK)
International Vice President Christoph Haenssler
National President Dieter Wagner from 41 Austria
National President Stefano Cera from 41 Italy



Past International and National Office bearers.

Mayan Calendar.......
Mayan Guy: Hey wanna buy a beer?
Other Mayan Guy: I’m working on this calendar, but I guess if I don’t finish it wont be the end of the world..
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In memoriam..........

We regret to announce the death of past President Bob Oulsnam who served as International President for 18 months (1979-1981).
Bob passed away peacefully on his 92nd birthday on Wednesday 7th November 2012. A private
cremation service was arranged for his close family.
A memorial service was held on Tuesday 4th December 2012 at St. Lawrence Church, Alvechurch
at which over 200 friends met to give thanks for his life. Three friends recalled his very active life
and their pride in his friendship. They remembered his love of jazz, (in his early days he formed
his own band, Robert Oulsnam and his Orchestra), his successful career as an estate manager, his
public service as a councillor and his involvement with many charities.
They also recalled his membership of fellowship organisations, Round Table, 41 Club, 41 International and Rotary.
The memorial service ended with “Bewitched, Bothered and Bewildered” and other jazz music as
his friends left the church.
John Livingston, International Treasurer represented 41 International.
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From 12th to 15th
of Sept. 2013
Post tour from
15th to 20th
Sept.2013

AGM Old Tablers

Iceland

Super trip to Iceland
Who wouldn’t like to come to the land of volcanoes
and true nature?
Being part of the group of grown Tablers you have
now the opportunity to up live the fellowship of your
kind and have a great adventure in the nature of the
exotic island and experience the hospitality of Old
Tablers of Iceland.
We are celebrating our AGM and offering a large
program of sightseeing and lots of fun for both participants of Old Tablers of the world as well as their
companions.
First we have a fulltime program around Reykjavik
and for those that want more we offer a post tour of
a lifetime.

Program of the AGM 12th to
15th of September 2013
The fun starts on Thursday the 12th of September.
Most of the foreign participants arrive at Keflavik Iceland in the afternoon and we go bathing in the Blue
Lagoon where we relax and enjoy the facilities
offered. Easy access from the airport and hosting of
luggage is thought of. Dinner in Reykjavik, home
parties and get to gather in the OT bar afterwards.
On the Friday the 13th we take “The Golden Circle
Tour" and visit the most famous tourist attraction on
the island, the national park Þingvellir, the Geysir hot
spring area and the waterfall Gullfoss. In the evening
we enjoy dinner in the mountains with barbecue and
everything.

On Saturday, 14th
Club meetings start at 9:30 h to 11:00 h AGM
Banner exchange 13:00-14:50 h
9.00 h trip around Reykjavik for non delegates until
Banner Exchange
Afternoon: free time for relaxing
18:00 h - Welcome drink - Gala evening in downtown
Reykjavik
On Sunday, 15th farewell brunch

Only € 300 incl. trips, some drinks and meals
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Old Tablers
Iceland

Post tour from 15th to 20th of September 2013

Sunday 15th 15:00

Smari Rikardsson
Búlandi 34
Reykjavík, - 108
Iceland
Phone:
+354 8963557
Fax:
+354 5115116
E-Mail:
oldtablersiceland@
gmail.com

Better old table
than old jokes

and the lake Kleifarvatn. Small hike
around hot springs and trolls. Dinner and
hosting at hotel Vatnsholt.
Monday 16th 9:00,
Thorsmork .
●Hiking in the valley with lots of waterfalls
and a perfect view on glacier Eyjafjallajökull.
●Back to Vatnsholt for dinner and relaxing
Tuesday 17th 9:00
●Heading to east and inland to mount
Hekla.
●Touch the lava field of Skjólkvíar
●Visit to Landmannalaugar and Eldgjá on
our way over the mountain road
Fjallabaksleid nyrdri.
●Hosting in hotel at Kirkjubaejarklaustur.

Wednesday 18th 9:00
●Trip to Jökulsárlón the most
famous glacier lagoon of the world.
●We take a boat trip on the lagoon.
●On the way back we stop in Skaftafell we
take a one hour hike to the beautiful
waterfall Svartifoss.
●Back to our host at Geirland
Thursday 19th 9:00
●We drive to Lakagigar, chain of craters
were deadliest and most damaging eruption took place in 1783-84.
●We go further west toward Vik
●Visit the beach of Reynisfjara with its
basalt columns
●We stop by the waterfall Skogarfoss.
●Back to Vatnsholt for dinner and relaxing
Friday 20th
●Drive to the wonderful Reykjanes peninsula of Iceland where the contrast
between fire and ice is to be seen.
Trip finish in Reykjavik.

Post tour: € 1.100 incl. hosting,
food, transportation and Icelandic
guidance.
(Minimum participants 10)

Hosting
We recommend Hotel cabin http://www.hotelcabin.is/
and/or Center hotels www.centerhotels.com in
Reykjavik for the stay.
It is also possible to look for home hosting.

Please do not hesitate to contact
Help us make Iceland open to the OT World and make
friends for the future
Yours in OT / 41
Smári Ríkarðsson
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Past Presidents’ meeting in Aarhus, Denmark

Minutes of the Past Presidents’ meeting, held in “First Hotel Atlantic”, Saturday October 6, at 6:30 pm.
The following countries were represented:
Denmark:

Carsten Flink
Niels Holmen Andersen
Thomas Holmen Andersen

Germany:

Herbert Kaiser
Franz Hoffmann
Ulver Oswald
Klaus Schneider

GB & I:

Iain Kelso
Gordon MacNab

Welcome

by Thomas Holmen Andersen.

Greetings and apologies for absence from:
Belgium:
Denmark:

France:
India:

Jan Van Hoe
Jean-Luc Sion
Klaus Bryld
Jens Jeberg
Jesper Jespersen
Klaus Lawaetz
Sten Lehrmann
Michael Dalbo
Jean Louis Boileau
Krishna Kumar
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Germany:

Bob Parton
Wolfgang Rössel
Wolfgang Gölden

GB & I:

Alan Reynolds

South Africa: Philip Bragg
Switzer- land: Werner Blessing
Cristoph Haenssler
Hans Heezen
Hans Peter Baslin
Beat Berger
1.

Minutes from meeting in Peschiera:
The minutes were approved, however Gordon MacNab pointed out that there was no information about who
had sent apologizes for absence. (This was because it was not mentioned during the meeting in Italy).

2.

Matters arising:
Thomas Holmen Andersen shall mail minutes from this meeting to all the participants as well as to the con
tact persons in all the member countries.

3.

Next Past Presidents’ meeting in 2014:
Germany shall hold the next meeting (presumably in the southern part of Germany) from June 5-8, 2014.

4.

Future Past Presidents’ meetings:
Dress code for Saturday evening shall be informal, however suit and tie is requested.

5.

Any other business:
Klaus Schneider suggested that we worked harder for an international cooperation among Round Table and
Ex-table + Ladies Circle and Tangent.
Furthermore Klaus suggested that we tried to change our name from 41 International to Ex-Table Interna
tional.
Herbert Kaiser handed out information about where earlier Past Presidents’ Meetings have been held. This
information is attached separately.

Meeting closed.
Thomas & Niels Holmen Andersen
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41 Club Melita
What can you say about 41 Club Melita?

Dear Alex and team,
I have been wracking my brain for hours to find a suitable word to comment on your arrangements. It is impossible
to describe, comment, appreciate, the marvellous, meticulous, planning. In my opinion you have excelled beyond par. I am
thoroughly impressed with the organisational skills and capacity of your team. Hats off to you guys!
Words from our International Secretary Dr Sid that only begin to describe the hospitality accorded to the International Board
who were hosted and feted by 41 Club Melita led by the 2012-2013 Chairman Alex Abela.
The 41 International President KK and first lady Vini led members of the International Board to Malta for the last board meeting before the AGM in Switzerland. Little did they know what awaited them on the jewel of the
Mediterranean.
All International Board members were home-hosted with the divide between 41 Club Melita and Round Tablers imperceptible.
The island boasts no fewer than two past RTI presidents among its 41 club members, the interaction between Round Table and
41 Club Melita would make Engelbert Friedsam proud.
41 Club Melita’s search for association status will certainly add value to 41 Club International....they live up to the ideals of
true Tablers and we should not be surprised to have a president of our movement from among them before too long, such is
their zeal, dynamism and leadership!
Enjoy some pictures which only succeed in whetting your appetite for a visit............

Back row: Dixon, Carsten, Christoph, John, Dr Sid and Matti
Simon Cusens, KK, Alex Abela, Captain Massimo, Peter, Benjamin
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St Nicklaus Cathedral

41 Club Melita know how to party.......

The stone temples have been standing since 3000BC
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41 Club Melita welcomes 41 International Board

What better way to tour the island than in Simon’s monster..

John Livingstone takes a sniff of the great wine.....

Quality time for KK and Vini

Induction of new 41 Club members.....

Chairman Alex mingling with President KK and board members after the
gala dinner

A bouquet of flowers to Yvette, wife of 41
Club Melita Alex. Thank you for hosting
the International Board meeting at your
wonderful home.
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The last word.....

Rajan Mittal as editor is a tough act to follow. He gave us a glorious newsletter with lots of stories
and pictures. The quality and variety of articles in the Hinge is a reflection of the editor’s hard work
but most of all, the contributions of you, the readers. We have a number of prolific and gifted writers who have made great contributions in past editions and you are now warmly invited to share that
talent and wit.
A big thank you to contributors to this edition.
Yap tours, Tangent, Round Table and Ladies Circle will continue to feature and perhaps we can
hear more about the “Side by Side” initiative that was all the rage a while ago.
I will be at the next 41 International AGM in Interlaken and look forward to seeing many of you
there. Please stop me and have a chat! Better still give me an article to publish!
In the meantime get pen to paper or fingers to keys and send to dtembo487@gmail.com.
Enjoy the 2013!

“You are never too old to set another goal or to dream a new dream” – C S Lewis
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